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Abstract. How to achieve efficient data transmission in delay tolerant network
(DTN) is an important issue to many wireless or mobile systems. In this study, we
propose a new routing protocol to improve delivery rate and optimize delivery
delay with low overhead in DTN. We extend the classic PROPHET routing
protocol by a scheduling policy to increase delivery rate and reduce delivery
delay in DTN. We try to improve the performance of traditional PROPHET from
both storage and transmission. Moreover, we evaluate the performance of the
scheduling protocol by ONE Simulator. The simulation result illustrates that the
proposed protocol is able to achieve better performance compared with the
classic protocols like PROPHET and Epidemic in several key aspects.
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1 Introduction

The development of communication technologies and the wide spread of hand-held
devices such as smart-phones and tablets have made unstructured wireless networks
more and more common. These unstructured networks can be considered as a type of
delay/disruption tolerant networks (DTN) [1, 2]. In DTN, when a node (source) intends
to deliver messages to another node (destination) but there doesn’t exist a fully con-
nected path between them, messages are then forwarded to intermediate nodes.
However, the intermediate nodes may not encounter other nodes during a given period
of time. Due to the store-carry-forward mechanism, the uncertainty delivery paths, and
the dynamic network topology, traditional routing protocols can not work well in this
case. Recent years, numerous protocols were proposed to maximize delivery success,
such as First Contact [3], Epidemic [4], Spray and Wait [5], PROPHET [6] etc.
PROPHET (Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters & Transitivity)
is a typical routing protocol based on historical data. However, we notice that there
exist some drawbacks with PROPHET [6]:
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1. Some delivered messages form source may be damaged by some malicious inter-
mediate nodes.

2. As there are too many intermediate nodes and hops on connected paths, messages
are more likely to be aborted.

3. A number of messages may be dropped because of TTL and buffer congestion.

In order to overcome the above drawbacks, we propose a new routing protocol
called Scheduling-PROPHET, which can be directly applied to DTN. The protocol is
designed to increase the delivery rate, reduce the loss of messages, and improve the
efficiency of information transmission in this work. The remainder of the manuscript is
organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the related work. In Sect. 3, we illustrate a new
protocol to improve PROPHET routing. Section 4 presents the experimental setting
and simulation results. Finally, we conclude the manuscript in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

There are a series of routing protocols for DTN, each with its own characteristic and
optimal goal, and they are suitable for different scenarios. For example, Epidemic [4] is
a classic flooding-based protocol that exchanges messages in a simple way that seems
like epidemic. This protocol utilizes the movement of nodes to make more connected
paths, and increases the delivery rate by replicating messages. To improve routing
performance, Lindgren A. et al. considered probabilistic routing and thus proposed
PROPHET [6], which is a probabilistic routing protocol computing the probability of
success by historical transmission information, and selecting decent intermediate nodes
which are more likely (based on past history statistics) to form a reliable path to
destination nodes.

In recent years, prediction encountering opportunity and node mobility are two key
factors in many new routing protocol design. Many researchers focus on the node
movement environment. They consider that the area of nodes’ movement and
encountering opportunity are closely related to the geographic position at particular
time point. For this reason, Anna S. et al. in [7] and W.Z. Li et al. in [8] show the
importance of nodes’ mobility and distribution in city environment, and try to improve
the routing performance. Similarly, Lebrun J. in [9] and Leguay J. in [10] consider that
the physical location and mobility behavior of nodes are also common parameters. In
[6, 11, 12], protocols used the history of encounters to measure transmission reliability.
E. Bulut et al. introduce a new metric called CIT, which computes the average inter-
meeting time between two nodes to improve its performance [13]. Some protocols
exploit two parameters to improve performance, such as the works in [14–16].
Moreover, some protocols make their decision of transmission by using game theory,
such as [17].
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3 Proposed Routing Protocol

We present an optimized routing protocol called Scheduling-PROPHET, which
improves over PROPHET in buffering and transmission. In this section, we illustrate
our assumptions and describe the protocol in detail.

3.1 Network Model

In order to formalize the operation of the Scheduling-PROPHET routing protocol, we
first give a basic network model for illustrating the protocol as follows.

Nodes Each node is assumed to have a unique nonzero identifier i, which is bound to a
public identity. We assume that each node has a finite buffer space for carrying mes-
sages originated from others, but an unlimited buffer for messages generated by itself.
The core of our protocol is delivery predictability. When two nodes encounter each
other within communication range, the delivery predictability will be calculated.

Transfer As nodes are not always stationary, we assume that the transfer opportunity
is limited in both duration and bandwidth. When two nodes encounter, the number of
messages they can transfer is confined. Under communication range, nodes are able to
discover each other, and transmit messages to each other.

Storage As nodes receive messages from others, each node must manage its limited
buffer space by assigning priority to messages and selecting messages to delete
according to the protocol. There are only three cases that nodes will delete messages.
Case 1: The messages have been transmitted to the destination, which sends ACK to all
senders. Then, nodes will remove the messages from their buffer. Case 2: The messages
do not have enough time to stay in buffer space. In our evaluations, the TTL of
messages is set to 300 s. Case 3: The messages are with the lowest priority when the
buffer space is full.

3.2 Protocol Definition

In order to reduce the impact of network failures on delivery predictability, we propose
a new routing protocol called Scheduling-PROPHET. The core of
Scheduling-PROPHET routing protocol is delivery predictability according to the
encountering frequency among nodes.

We use the incremental average value of delivery predictabilities to make the
change of delivery predictability more smooth. The calculation model for delivery
predictability is given as follows. We establish a probabilistic value called delivery
predictability, noted as PðA;BÞ 2 ½0; 1�. It refers to the probability that node A
encounters node B in the network. For each node, it is required to preserve a table to
store the information about delivery predictability. When node A encounters node B,
they will exchange their table information to determine whether to transfer messages or
not. We set an initial value called Pinit 2 ð0; 1�, which is an initialization constant for
each node.
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When node A encounters node B, the delivery predictability is calculated by
Eq. (1), where b 2 ð0:5; 1Þ:

PðA;BÞnew ¼ PðA;BÞold þ ½1� PðA;BÞold� � b ð1Þ

After that, the delivery predictabilities of all nodes will be recalculated according to
Eq. (2), and N denotes the set of all nodes.

Pði; jÞ ¼ P i; jð Þold
2

; ði; j 2 NÞ ð2Þ

When node A encounters note B for the first time, the delivery predictability is
calculated by Eq. (3).

PðA;BÞnew ¼ Pinit ð3Þ

Therefore, P is directly related to the frequency by which they meet each other.
According to Eq. (2), if two nodes can’t encounter each other, the value of P will be
much lower.

In the worst case, forwarding messages to intermediate nodes that rarely encounter
the destination node will cause delivery failure. Therefore, we try to calculate the
complete delivery predictability from current node to destination node. The complete
delivery predictability is calculated by Eq. (4), where Sði; iþ 1; � � � ;DÞ denotes the
total predictability from current node i to destination node D.

Sði; iþ 1; � � � ;DÞ ¼
YD�1

x¼i

Pðx; xþ 1Þ ð4Þ

From source node A to destination node B, we can get a series of values for
Sði; iþ 1; � � � ;DÞ by Eq. (4), and then we can choose an appropriate path with the
highest value for Sði; iþ 1; � � � ;DÞ.

3.3 Transmitting Messages

To reduce the number of invalid messages in network and increase successful delivery
rate of significant messages, we propose two scheduling mechanisms: Message Man-
agement Mechanism and Message-Transfer Mechanism.

(1) Message Management Mechanism: In order to make bandwidth more efficient and
save buffer space, we set some criteria to coordinate the priority of in-transit
messages. The core of the management involves dropping messages and assigning
priority. All nodes in a network are notified by ACK and then remove delivered
messages from their buffer. If the messages have lower delivery predictability, we
assign lower priority to them in order to restrain their transmission. If the buffer
space is full, messages with the lowest priority will be removed to make more
room for forth-coming messages.
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In this way, the routing protocol avoids generating copies for messages with low
priority, and improves the utilization of network resources.

(2) Message-Transfer Mechanism: In Scheduling-PROPHET, when node I encoun-
ters node J, node I will transmit messages to node J, and the Messages-Transfer
Mechanism is illustrated as follows: Firstly, transmit messages to node J which is
the destination of those messages. Secondly, exchange the table which holds the
delivery predictabilities of all nodes, and decide the transmission path. The
determinate values are complete predictability (Sði; iþ 1; � � � ;DÞ), the amount of
hops of path (hði; iþ 1; � � � ;DÞ) and traffic load (tli).

The algorithm for the proposed routing protocol to explain the procedure is given
below (Algorithm: Scheduling-PROPHET). When two nodes (A and B) encounter, they
will exchange their tables with each other, and then Scheduling-PROPHET transmits
messages by following the rules shown in the algorithm. Moreover, the notations we
have mentioned in this algorithm are shown in Table 1 for convenience.

(1) The value of PðA;BÞ is calculated by Eq. (1), and then all values of P are
re-normalized by Eq. (2).

(2) Messages are transmitted to the encountered node based on its priority. Specifi-
cally, if node A discovers the destination (node D) of the messages (M), A will
transmitM to D firstly. In addition to this, transmission is based on a ranked list of
messages stored in nodes.

(3) The message receiver (node D) confirms that it has already received the correct
message, and notifies acknowledgement character (ACK) to all senders.

(4) Messages that have not been transferred in the buffer space will be transmitted one
by one according to the priority. Scheduling-PROPHET calculates the possible
paths (L) from current sender to destination according to the historical delivery
predictability. In our protocol, we denote the maximum amount of paths to
compare as Mk. In the meanwhile, each possible path is normalized by Eq. (4).
For all paths, we rank them from high predictability to low based on the value of
Sði; iþ 1; � � � ;DÞ. Scheduling-PROPHET selects the path with the highest pre-
dictability for transmission.

Table 1. Notations in algorithm.

Notation Description

A a node carrying messages(M)
B a node encountered by A
M the message node A intends to send
D the destination of M
K any other node that is not encountered by A
N the set of all nodes
Li the connected path from source to destination
SðLiÞ the complete predictability of Li
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(5) We found that there will be more than one path with the highest predictability in
real-life applications, but Scheduling-PROPHET forbids choosing two or more
paths concurrently. Therefore, we attempt to give an additional factor, the hop
count of path (hði; iþ 1; � � � ;DÞ). For the paths with the same predictability, the
hop count of path is calculated by Scheduling-PROPHET, and those paths are
arranged in order according to their hop counts. Scheduling-PROPHET will
choose the path with the fewest hop counts to transmit. In our protocol, we set the
maximum amount of paths to compare to 3.

(6) Finally, in the real applications, traffic load is a significant factor for transmission
efficiency. Thus, in our protocol, we take traffic load (tli) into account. For the
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paths with the same hop count, traffic load which is kept by the nodes will be
compared. Scheduling-PROPHET will chooses next node with the least traffic
load to transmit.

Scheduling-PROPHET keeps choosing paths with the highest predictability of
successful delivery, the fewest hop count and the least traffic load. In this way, we are
able to choose the most efficient transmission path, to improve transmission efficiency
and reduce the message drop rate.

4 Simulations and Results

4.1 Simulation Setting

We implemented a test-bed based on ONE (Opportunistic Network Environment)
simulator [18] to simulate the proposed routing protocol and evaluate its performance
through a variety of simulations. We also compare the performance of Scheduling-
PROPHET routing protocol with two classic protocols, Epidemic [4] and PROPHET
[6] for DTN.

We have carried out a series of simulations in order to evaluate how the
Scheduling-PROPHET routing protocol performs. The experimental scenario is con-
fined to a 4500*3400 m2 area of Helsinki city, which is included in the ONE by
default. There are six groups of nodes in total. Group1 and Group3 are pedestrians
groups, and their moving speed is about 0.5 to 1.5 m/s. Pedestrians follow the
movement model called ShortestPathMapBasedMovement. Group2 is an automobile
group and the nodes in this group can drive only on road, their moving speed is about
2.7 to 13.9 m/s. Group4, Group5 and Group6 are tram groups, and their moving speed
is about 7 to 10 m/s, and they must drive on given roads by their movement model
called MapRouteMovement. In our simulations, nodes transmit messages to others by
using Bluetooth in 250 k/s. When Scheduling-PROPHET compares the possible paths,
we have Mk� 10.

4.2 Nodes Distribution

In order to evaluate the adaptability of our protocol in different network scales, we ran
the simulation program for several times, with the density of the nodes varying from 10
to 700. The buffer size at Group1, 2, 3 remains as a constant of 5 M, and that of Group
4, 5, 6 is 50 M. The transmission range is a circle with the radius of 10 m. In our
simulation, we mainly focus on evaluating the performance with four metrics: Delivery
Ratio, Delivery Delay, Overhead and Hop Count.

Figure 1 shows the performance of the three protocols with different nodes distri-
bution. Figure 1(a) illustrates the results of message delivery rate for the three protocols
with different node density. There are no significant differences in performance for these
three protocols with low density. However, with the density increasing, the proposed
protocol has higher delivery ratio than others. The average delivery delay of the three
protocols is given in Fig. 1(b). Delivery delay refers to the time of messages be
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transformed from source node to destination node, and we take the average delivery
delay to evaluate the performance. It is easy to see that the proposed protocol performs
much better than the other protocols at high density. Moreover, we find that two classic
routing protocols perform better than ours at low density. That is mainly because they
use simplex and direct mechanisms to transfer messages, and such direct mechanisms
may perform efficient at low density, but the drawback will be exposed at high density.
To make our protocol more efficient, we propose two improved mechanisms in
Sect. 3.3. The overhead for these protocols is shown in Fig. 1(c). Overhead refers to the
amount of messages have been transformed by each node in time unit. Figure 1(c)
shows that our protocol gets the best performance in this simulation. This is mainly
because that Scheduling-PROPHET takes the hop count into consideration, and chooses
the shortest path to transmit messages while keeping a high delivery predictability. The
result of hop count in Fig. 1(d) has depicts the similar truth with Fig. 1(c).

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new routing protocol called Scheduling-PROPHET for
DTN. Scheduling-PROPHET is able to achieve high delivery rate and reduce delivery
delay with low overhead in transmission. Moreover, the protocol can improve the

(a) Delivery Rate.                     (b) Delivery Delay. 

(c) Overhead.                         (d) Hop Count. 

Fig. 1. Performance comparison in different nodes distribution with four metrics: (a) Delivery
Rate; (b) Delivery Delay; (c) Overhead; (d) Hop Counts.
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management of messages in buffer. We also implement simulations to evaluate the
performance of the proposed protocol and compare the protocol with classical routing
protocols for DTN. There is also room for improvement, e.g. to evaluate
Scheduling-PROPHET in different environments. We only simulated this protocol in
one specific scenario, and therefore we can’t guarantee that the protocol we used will
be suitable for other situations in applications. In the future, we will focus on the
performance of the proposed protocol and update it to satisfy different application
environments.
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